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Address

Lindner Maschinen GmbH
Olivotto Glass Technologies SpA
W.-Sedelbauer-Str. 12
94481 Grafenau-Reismühle

Country

Germany

Phone

0049 8552 965612

Fax

0049 8552 1410

Internet

www.olivotto.it

Employees

40

Year founded

1983

Export Rate

95%

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY

Supplier of Blowing Machines, Feeder Technology, Press Machines, Gob Feeder, Ball Gatherer, Suction Gatherer, Spinning Machine, Platinum
Feeder, Injection Machine, Stemware Lines Press-blowing machines, automatic presses, glass feeding systems such as feeders, ball gatherers, and
suction gatherers, complete production lines for container glass articles, control systems, machines for rationalization and for quality increase in
manual production Main field of application: Semi-automatic and fully-automatic production of container glass articles of highest quality in all types of
glass (lead crystal, soda-lime, borosilicate).

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY

Lindner was founded by Dipl.-Ing. Walter Lindner in Grafenau in the Bavarian Forest. The continuous exchange of experience with the international
glass industry allows us to recognise current glass production problems at an early time and to work out corresponding innovative solutions. This is
how a comprehensive range of machines and equipment has been created, which, due to individual adaptation, can be tailored to the most versatile
customer requirements. Almost all the machines Lindner has developed so far are either absolute novelties, or are considerably further developed and
more sophisticated compared to the equipment available on the market. For glass industry machines the term "made by Lindner" has become a brand
label representing outstanding quality all over the world. The improvement of economic efficiency, the humanisation of workplaces, and the
achievement of highest article qualities are common features of all the Lindner systems. The range of services provided by Lindner covers everything
from development up to installation and commissioning of complete production lines. The excellently staffed mechanical design department is
equipped with most modern CAD technology. Our company-developed state-of-the-art control system allows complete controlling and monitoring even
of the most complex systems, and is already also used by other companies. Commissioning of all the systems is performed by our own personnel,
some of whom have more than 30 years of experience in the glass industry. This guarantees direct feed-back, and the customer always has
competent partners to contact also after machine delivery.
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